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52

Abstract

53

Long-term memory depends on memory consolidation that seems to rely on learning-induced

54

changes in the brain activity. Here, we introduced a novel approach analyzing continuous EEG

55

data to study learning-induced changes as well as trait-like characteristics in brain activity

56

underlying consolidation. Thirty-one healthy young adults performed a learning task and their

57

performance was retested after a short (~1h) delay, that enabled us to investigate the

58

consolidation of serial-order and probability information simultaneously. EEG was recorded

59

during a pre- and post-learning rest period and during learning. To investigate the brain activity

60

associated with consolidation performance, we quantified similarities in EEG functional

61

connectivity of learning and pre-learning rest (baseline similarity) as well as learning and post-

62

learning rest (post-learning similarity). While comparable patterns of these two could indicate

63

trait-like similarities, changes in similarity from baseline to post-learning could indicate

64

learning-induced changes, possibly spontaneous reactivation. Individuals with higher learning-

65

induced changes in alpha frequency connectivity (8.5–9.5 Hz) showed better consolidation of

66

serial-order information. This effect was stronger for more distant channels, highlighting the

67

role of long-range centro-parietal networks underlying the consolidation of serial-order

68

information. The consolidation of probability information was associated with learning-induced

69

changes in delta frequency connectivity (2.5–3 Hz) and seemed to be dependent on more local,

70

short-range connections. Beyond these associations with learning-induced changes, we also

71

found substantial overlap between the baseline and post-learning similarity and their

72

associations with consolidation performance, indicating that stable (trait-like) differences in

73

functional connectivity networks may also be crucial for memory consolidation.

74
75
76
77

Keywords: memory consolidation, EEG, functional connectivity, similarity, resting state,
reactivation, reinstatement, procedural learning, statistical learning, sequence learning
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78

Significance statement

79

We studied memory consolidation in humans by characterizing how similarity in neural

80

oscillatory patterns during learning and rest periods supports consolidation. Previous studies on

81

similarity focused on learning-induced changes (including reactivation) and neglected the

82

stable individual characteristics that are present over resting periods and learning. Moreover,

83

learning-induced changes are predominantly studied invasively in rodents or with

84

neuroimaging or event-related electrophysiology techniques in humans. Here, we introduced a

85

novel approach that enabled us 1) to reveal both learning-induced changes and trait-like

86

individual differences in brain activity and 2) to study learning-induced changes in humans by

87

analyzing continuous EEG. We investigated the consolidation of two types of information and

88

revealed distinct learning-induced changes and trait-like characteristics underlying the different

89

memory processes.
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90

Introduction

91

What makes us remember? Successful long-term memory performance depends on

92

consolidation: a process that stabilizes encoded memory representations (McGaugh, 2000). For

93

consolidation, the behavioral, cognitive, and neural states in the first few hours following the

94

learning episode are critical (McGaugh and Izquierdo, 2000). One mechanism that takes place

95

in this crucial time period is the reactivation of the brain activity related to the learning episode

96

(Peigneux et al., 2006; Hermans et al., 2017; Tambini et al., 2017). It has been shown that

97

patterns of brain activity that reappear during the off-line period after learning predict memory

98

consolidation (for a review, see Rasch and Born, 2007). However, previous studies neglected

99

the stable individual characteristics that are present over resting and learning periods and could

100

be relevant for memory consolidation. Here, we aimed to fill this gap by examining how

101

learning-induced changes (including reactivation) and trait-like individual characteristics of

102

neural patterns captured by EEG support memory consolidation.

103

Post-learning reactivation of memory traces has been widely studied in rodents using

104

invasive neurophysiological techniques (for example, Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996; Nádasdy

105

et al., 1999; Louie and Wilson, 2001). In humans, spontaneous reactivation is mainly studied

106

by non-invasive neuroimaging techniques (PET, fMRI) and it is usually defined by higher

107

similarity of the brain activity patterns during learning and post-learning compared to pre-

108

learning periods (Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2004; Tambini and Davachi, 2019).

109

However, these neuroimaging techniques lack the temporal precision of neuronal activity and

110

are not suitable to capture inter-regional communication through phase synchronization.

111

Examining phase synchronization can shed light on the temporal brain dynamics constituting

112

functional networks underlying consolidation, as oscillatory synchronization integrates

113

anatomically distributed processing and facilitates neuronal communication (Buzsáki and

114

Draguhn, 2004). Furthermore, animal studies have shown that reactivation occurs also in the
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cerebral cortex, suggesting that it can be studied with scalp EEG (Qin et al., 1997; Ribeiro et

116

al., 2004; Peyrache et al., 2009; Rothschild et al., 2017). Yet, EEG studies of reactivation during

117

post-learning awake rest periods (also termed reinstatement) in humans are still scarce.

118

Thus, in the current study, we investigated reactivation by comparing functional networks

119

emerging from phase synchronization measured via scalp EEG (Varela et al., 2001) in healthy

120

young adults. We followed a data-driven approach and did not define frequency ranges or brain

121

areas a priori. Rather, we aimed to reveal patterns in both frequency and topography of

122

functional networks that emerge both during learning and post-learning rest. However,

123

similarities in functional networks during learning and subsequent rest do not exclusively

124

emerge as a function of reactivation (or other learning-induced changes), they could also occur

125

due to individual characteristics in brain activity. To disentangle these learning-induced vs.

126

trait-like similarities, we compared the functional connectivity of learning with both pre- and

127

post-learning rest. If the similarity of learning with the pre-learning rest (and its relation to

128

memory consolidation) is comparable to the similarity of learning with the post-learning rest,

129

the similarities likely emerge due to individual characteristics in brain activity. In contrast,

130

higher similarity of learning and post-learning rest compared to pre-learning rest is indicative

131

of learning-induced changes, possibly reactivation.

132

We used a procedural memory task with an alternating sequence that enabled us to present

133

two types of regularities (serial-order and probability) within the same visual information

134

stream (Nemeth et al., 2013). This design has higher ecological validity, as in real life, we are

135

exposed to different types of information simultaneously. Examining the consolidation of

136

different information simultaneously enabled us to reveal specific similarities in functional

137

networks that uniquely predict the changes in the respective memory performance.

138

Our work contributes to the understanding of 1) whether (and how) learning-induced

139

changes in EEG connectivity patterns facilitate simultaneous memory consolidation of serial-
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140

order vs. probability information, and 2) whether (and to what degree) similarities between

141

learning and post-learning rest and their respective associations with memory consolidation

142

occur due to learning-induced changes (reactivation) or trait-like differences.

143
144

Materials and methods

145

Participants

146

Thirty-four participants (11 males, Mage = 21.82 ± 2.11) with normal or corrected-to-normal

147

vision were included in the study. Participants were selected from a pool of undergraduate

148

students from Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest. The selection procedure was based on the

149

completion of an online questionnaire assessing mental and physical health status. Respondents

150

reporting no current or prior chronic somatic, psychiatric or neurological disorders or regular

151

consumption of drugs (other than contraceptives) were selected. In addition, individuals

152

reporting occurrences of any kind of extreme life event (e.g., accident) during the last three

153

months that might have had an impact on their mood, affect, and daily rhythms were excluded.

154

Individuals falling asleep during the post-learning quiet rest (n = 2) were excluded from

155

the analyses. Furthermore, one additional participant was excluded based on extreme behavioral

156

performance. Therefore, the final sample consisted of 31 participants (9 males, Mage = 21.81 ±

157

2.10). All participants provided written informed consent before enrollment and received course

158

credits for taking part in the experiment. The study was approved by the research ethics

159

committee of the Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary (201410) and was conducted

160

in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

161
162

Task

163

Behavioral performance was measured by the cued version of the Alternating Serial Reaction

164

Time (ASRT) task (Fig. 1, Nemeth et al., 2013). In this task, a stimulus (picture of a dog's head

6
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or a penguin) appeared in one of four horizontally arranged empty circles on the screen, and

166

participants had to respond by pressing the corresponding button of a response box. Participants

167

were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as they could. The task was presented in blocks

168

with 85 stimuli. A block started with five random stimuli for practice purposes, followed by an

169

8-element alternating sequence that was repeated ten times. The alternating sequence was

170

composed of fixed sequence (pattern) and random elements (e.g., 2-R-4-R-3-R-1-R, where each

171

number represents one of the four circles on the screen and “R” represents a randomly selected

172

circle out of the four possible ones, Fig. 1B). The response-to-stimulus interval was set to 120

173

ms. At the end of each block, participants received feedback on their overall accuracy and

174

reaction time and had a 10-20 s rest before starting a new block. As typical in the cued ASRT

175

task, participants were informed about the underlying structure, and their attention was drawn

176

to the alternation of sequence and random elements by different visual cues. In our case, a

177

picture of a dog always corresponded to pattern elements, and a picture of a penguin indicated

178

random elements (Fig. 1A). Participants were instructed to find the hidden pattern defined by

179

the dog in order to improve their performance. Sequence reports (of the pattern elements) were

180

collected at the end of each block after the feedback period. Participants had to type in the

181

regularities they noticed during the task using the same response buttons they used during the

182

ASRT blocks. By the end of the task, all participants reported the correct sequence. On average,

183

participants gained explicit knowledge of the sequence after the 4th block (M = 4.10, SD = 5.95),

184

and 84% of participants reported the correct sequence during the first 5 blocks.

185

For each participant, one of the six unique permutations of the four possible ASRT

186

sequence stimuli was selected in a pseudo-random manner, so that the six different sequences

187

were used equally often across participants. Note that for the unique permutations, the starting

188

element of a sequence did not matter (e.g., the sequences 2-R-4-R-3-R-1-R and 4-R-3-R-1-R-

7
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2-R are identical) because the sequence was continuously presented eight times in a given

190

block.

191

The task consisted of a total of 40 blocks (Fig. 1C). Participants completed 25 blocks of

192

the ASRT task during the learning period. This was followed by a short (3 min) break to

193

minimize the fatigue effect that typically emerges after extended practice (Rickard et al., 2008;

194

Rieth et al., 2010). After the break, participants were tested on the ASRT task for 5 additional

195

blocks that constituted the testing period. Subsequently, participants spent an approximately 45

196

min long off-line period resting quietly. Finally, they completed 10 additional blocks of the

197

ASRT task (retesting period). The learning period lasted approximately 30 min, the testing

198

period 5 min, and the retesting period 10 min.

199

The alternating sequence of the ASRT task formed a sequence structure in which some

200

runs of three consecutive elements (henceforth referred to as triplets) were more probable than

201

others. The more probable triplets were those that formed the sequence, such as 2-X-4, 4-X-3,

202

3-X-1, and 1-X-2 (X indicates any middle element of the triplet) in the above example (2-R-4-

203

R-3-R-1-R). In these triplets, the first and third elements could either be pattern or random

204

stimuli (they constituted 62.5% of all trials). However, the triplets 4-X-1, 4-X-2 or 4-X-4

205

occurred less likely since the first and third elements could only be random stimuli (each of

206

these triplets occurred in 12.5% of all trials, altogether 37.5%). Figure 1B illustrates this

207

phenomenon with the triplet 4-2-3 occurring with a higher probability than other triplets such

208

as 4-2-1, 4-2-2, and 4-2-4. The former triplet types were termed as high probability triplets,

209

whereas the latter types were termed as low probability triplets (see Fig. 1B and Nemeth et al.,

210

2013). Overall, as a result of the ASRT sequence structure, on the level of individual triplets,

211

the high probability triplets were five times more predictable than the low probability ones.

212

To calculate learning indices, each stimulus was categorized as either the third element

213

of a high or a low probability triplet. Note that in this way, we determined the probability of

8
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each triplet throughout the task in a sliding window manner (i.e., one stimulus was the last

215

element of a triplet, but also the middle and the first element of the consecutive triplets).

216

Moreover, trials were differentiated by the cues (dog and penguin) indicating whether the

217

stimulus belonged to the pattern or random elements. In this way, the task consisted of three

218

trial types: (1) elements that belonged to the predetermined sequence and therefore appeared as

219

the last element of a high probability triplet were called pattern trials; (2) random elements that

220

appeared as the last element of a high probability triplet were called random high trials; and (3)

221

any other random elements that consequently appeared as the last element of a low probability

222

triplet were random low trials (see the example in Fig. 1B).

223

To disentangle the two key learning processes underlying performance on the cued ASRT

224

task, we differentiated serial-order learning and statistical learning (Fig. 1B). Serial-order

225

learning was measured by the difference in reaction times (RTs) between random high and

226

pattern trials (that is, the average RTs for random high trials minus the average RTs for pattern

227

trials). These trials shared the same statistical properties (both corresponded to the third element

228

of high probability triplets) but had different sequential properties (i.e., pattern vs. random

229

element). Thus, greater serial-order learning was determined as faster responses to pattern vs.

230

random high trials. Note that in previous ASRT studies, serial-order learning was often referred

231

to as sequence learning (Nemeth et al., 2013; Simor et al., 2019). Statistical learning was

232

measured by the difference in RTs between random low and random high trials (that is, the

233

average RTs for random low trials minus the average RTs for random high trials). These trials

234

shared the same sequential properties (both are random) but differed in statistical properties

235

(i.e., they corresponded to the third element of a high or a low probability triplet). Thus, greater

236

statistical learning was determined as faster responses to random high compared to random low

237

trials. In sum, serial-order learning quantified the acquisition of the deterministic rule of the

9
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sequential pattern, whereas statistical learning captured purely probability-based learning

239

(Nemeth et al., 2013; Maheu et al., 2020).

240
241

Figure 1. The cued version of the Alternating Serial Reaction Time (ASRT) task. A) In this task, pattern and

242

random trials were alternating. Pattern trials were marked with a picture of a dog, whereas random ones with a

243

picture of a penguin. The location of stimuli during the pattern trials always followed a predetermined sequence

244

(e.g., 2-4-3-1 in the given example, where numbers correspond to the four locations on the screen), therefore runs

245

of three consecutive elements (triplets) that ended with pattern elements occurred with high probability. Random

246

trials included 1) trials that appeared in an order that was identical to the sequence, therefore they constituted

247

triplets with high probability (random high trials) and 2) any other random trials that consequently occurred with

248

low probability (random low trials). B) We determined for each stimulus whether it was the last element of a high

249

probability triplet (dark blue color) or the last element of a low probability triplet (light blue color) in a sliding

250

window manner. We assessed serial-order learning by comparing the responses to pattern trials (which are always

251

high probability triplets) with responses to random high probability trials. Statistical learning was quantified as

252

the difference between responses to those random elements that were the last elements of a high probability triplet

253

vs. those that were the last of a low probability triplet. C) First, participants were asked to sit quietly with their

254

eyes open and then closed for 6 min each (pre-learning rest). Then, the learning period of the ASRT followed that

10
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255

consisted of 25 blocks. To eliminate the fatigue effect and ensure more accurate behavioral consolidation indices,

256

we inserted a short break of 3 min before the testing period of the ASRT that consisted of 5 blocks. After the

257

testing period, there was a 45 min quiet rest period, when participants were sitting with their eyes open and closed

258

in 5 min turns (post-learning rest). Finally, there was a retesting period that comprised ten additional ASRT blocks.

259

Behavioral consolidation indices were calculated as the difference in the performance between the beginning of

260

the retesting period and the testing period (5 blocks of each). EEG activity was measured during the pre-learning

261

rest, the learning period of the ASRT and the post-learning rest.

262
263

Experimental Design

264

On the day of the experiment, participants arrived at the laboratory at 10.00 AM. First, an EEG

265

cap with 64 electrodes was fitted by two assistants with impedances set under 10 kΩ. Then,

266

participants were asked to sit quietly with their eyes open and then closed for 6 min each as a

267

baseline EEG recording (pre-learning rest, Fig. 1C). Testing with the ASRT started around

268

11.30 AM and took place in a quiet room equipped with a computer screen, a response box and

269

an EEG recording device. After listening to the instructions, participants had the opportunity to

270

shortly practice the task to get familiar with the stimuli and the response box; however, all

271

stimuli appeared randomly during the practice period. This was followed by the learning period

272

of the cued ASRT task that consisted of 25 blocks. To eliminate the effect of fatigue that may

273

have been built up during performing the task for about 25 min (Rickard et al., 2008; Rieth et

274

al., 2010) and therefore ensure more accurate behavioral consolidation indices, we inserted a

275

short break of 3 min during which the fitting of the EEG cap was monitored and impedances

276

were reset under 10 kΩ. After this short delay, the testing period of the ASRT followed that

277

consisted of 5 blocks. After the testing period, we introduced a long quiet rest period, during

278

which participants were sitting in a dim lit room, facing towards an empty wall for 45 min (post-

279

learning rest). During this resting state period, to prevent participants from falling asleep, we

280

instructed them to open and close their eyes periodically (approximately every 5 min).

281

Furthermore, the EEG activity was monitored online, and if signs of sleepiness (alpha

282

disappearance and theta increase) occurred, participants were instructed to open their eyes
11
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and/or make movements. After the resting period, we set the impedances again under 10 kΩ.

284

Finally, there was a retesting period that comprised 10 ASRT blocks. Behavioral consolidation

285

indices were calculated as the difference in performance between the beginning of the retesting

286

period and the testing period (5 blocks each). EEG activity was measured during the pre-

287

learning rest, the learning period of the ASRT and the post-learning rest.

288
289

EEG recording

290

EEG activity was measured using a 64-channel recording system (BrainAmp amplifier and

291

BrainVision Recorder software, BrainProducts GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The Ag/AgCl

292

sintered ring electrodes were mounted in an electrode cap (EasyCap GmbH, Herrsching,

293

Germany) on the scalp according to the 10% equidistant system. During acquisition, electrodes

294

were referenced to a scalp electrode placed between the Fz and Cz electrodes. Horizontal and

295

vertical eye movements were monitored by EOG channels. Three EMG electrodes to record

296

muscle activity, and one ECG electrode to record cardiac activity were placed on the chin and

297

chest, respectively. All electrode contact impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. EEG data were

298

recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, band-pass filtered between 0.3 and 70 Hz.

299
300

Data analysis

301

Behavioral data

302

For the analysis of the cued ASRT, we followed procedures outlined in previous studies

303

(Howard and Howard, 1997; Song et al., 2007; Nemeth et al., 2013; Simor et al., 2019). First,

304

the blocks of the task were collapsed into epochs of five blocks to facilitate data processing and

305

to increase statistical power. The first epoch contained blocks 1–5, the second epoch contained

306

blocks 6–10, etc. We calculated median reaction times (RTs) for all correct responses,

307

separately for pattern, random high and random low trials, and for each epoch. Two kinds of

12
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308

low probability triplets were eliminated: repetitions of a single element (e.g., 2-2-2, 3-3-3) and

309

triplets beginning and ending with the same element (e.g., 2-1-2, 3-4-3) as individuals often

310

show pre-existing response tendencies to such triplets (Howard et al., 2004). Thus, we

311

eliminated these triplets to ensure that differences between high vs. low probability triplets

312

emerged due to learning and not to pre-existing response tendencies.

313

Overall performance trajectory. To evaluate performance changes in RTs due to

314

learning throughout the entire task, we conducted a repeated-measures analysis of variance

315

(ANOVA) on RTs with EPOCH (1–8) and TRIAL TYPE (pattern, random high, random low)

316

as within-subject factors. Post-hoc comparisons were performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Then,

317

we computed a serial-order and a statistical learning score for each epoch. The serial-order

318

learning score was calculated as the difference between the RTs for random high trials minus

319

the RTs for pattern trials. The statistical learning score was calculated as the difference between

320

the RTs for random low trials minus the RTs for random high trials. In both cases, higher

321

learning scores indicated better learning.

322

Consolidation. To examine off-line changes occurring between testing and retesting

323

periods, we used a repeated-measures ANOVA on the learning scores, with EPOCH (6–7, the

324

only epoch of the testing period and the first epoch of the retesting period) and LEARNING

325

TYPE (serial-order learning, statistical learning) as within-subject factors. For the ANOVAs,

326

Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon (e) correction (Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959) was used to adjust

327

for a lack of sphericity when necessary. Original df values and corrected p values (if applicable)

328

are reported together with partial eta-squared (ηp2) as the measure of effect size. To be able to

329

identify correlations between brain activity patterns and memory performance, we computed

330

consolidation indices: off-line changes in serial-order and statistical learning were defined as

331

the difference between the learning scores at the beginning of the retesting period (epoch 7)

332

minus the learning scores in the testing period (epoch 6; Fig. 1C). A positive value indicated an
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333

improvement in learning performance during the off-line period. For all subsequent analyses

334

between brain activity and memory performance, we used these consolidation indices.

335
336

EEG data

337

Preprocessing and further analysis (Fig. 2A) of the EEG data were performed in MATLAB

338

(version R2017b, The Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MA) using the EEGLAB (14_0_0b version,

339

Delorme, Sejnowski, & Makeig, 2004) and the Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) toolboxes.

340

The following steps were executed for EEG data recorded during the pre-learning rest, the

341

learning period of the ASRT and the post-learning rest.

342

For preprocessing, data were off-line band-pass filtered (0.5–45 Hz) using Hamming

343

windowed finite-impulse-response filter. Then, task-free periods of brain activity during the

344

learning period (feedback and sequence typing periods of the task and the resting periods

345

between blocks) and high amplitude artifacts (body movements, sweating, and temporary

346

electrode malfunction) were visually rejected. Subsequently, to identify (horizontal and

347

vertical) eye-movement artifacts, we ran the extended infomax algorithm of independent

348

component analysis (Lee et al., 1999) via EEGLAB (option: runica, 'extended'). ICA

349

components constituting eye-movement artifacts were removed via visual inspection of their

350

time-series, topographical distribution and frequency contents. Maximum six independent

351

components (out of 56 components produced by the algorithm) per participant were removed.

352

Additionally, if needed, bad channels were interpolated for a maximum of four bad channels

353

per participant.

354

After artifact rejection, non-overlapping epochs of 2000 ms duration were extracted from

355

the continuous EEG recording. This data segmentation yielded M = 319.77, SD = 33.30, M =

356

707.94, SD = 67.43, M = 988.74, SD = 269.92 epochs for the pre-learning rest, learning, and

357

post-learning rest, respectively. Due to more body movement artifacts during the post-learning
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358

rest, proportionally more data from this period had to be removed. Note that the EEG during

359

the learning period was segmented regardless of the onsets of stimuli (i.e., epochs had random

360

timing relative to trials). To compute power spectral density, Hann taper was first applied to the

361

two-second long, artifact-free EEG segments. Then, for each participant and channel, power

362

spectral density was computed for each 0.5 Hz frequency bin between 1 and 31 Hz with the

363

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm as implemented in Fieldtrip.

364

Functional connectivity was calculated between all channel pairs by measuring phase

365

synchronization using the Weighted Phase Lag Index (WPLI) as implemented in Fieldtrip

366

(ft_connectivityanalysis function, ‘wpli’ option). Phase Lag Index (PLI) was introduced by

367

(Stam et al., 2007), and it reflects the consistency by which one signal is phase leading or phase

368

lagging with respect to another signal. PLI has been shown to be sensitive in detecting dynamic

369

changes of phase relationships between different brain areas, and to be insensitive to the effect

370

of volume conduction (effect of common sources of the EEG signal), as well as to be (largely)

371

independent of the reference electrode. PLI attenuates the volume conduction effect by

372

disregarding phase lags of zero or π (as these phase differences suggest two electrodes are

373

picking up signal from the same source). The WPLI is a modified version of PLI that weights

374

phase angle differences around 0.5 and 1.5 π more than those around zero and π, which makes

375

the method more robust against volume conduction (Vinck et al., 2011). Note that the Fieldtrip

376

function results in WPLI values between -1 and 1, with both -1 and 1 indicating higher

377

synchronization. In our analyses, we used the absolute WPLI values as the measure of the

378

strength of the interaction. Thus, WPLI values in our analyses fall between 0 and 1, with higher

379

values indicating more consistent phase differences and higher synchronization.

380

The mentioned steps resulted in three 3D connectivity matrices, separately for the pre-

381

learning rest, the learning period of the ASRT and the post-learning rest (Fig. 2A). The

382

dimensions in these matrices were channel-pairs, frequency bins and participants. To measure
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383

similarity between the brain activity recorded at different periods, we calculated Euclidean

384

distance between these connectivity matrices (Fig. 2BC).

385
386

Figure 2. Steps of the analysis of EEG data. A) Connectivity matrices were calculated from the raw EEG data for

387

the pre-learning rest, the learning period of the ASRT and the post-learning rest, resulting in 3D connectivity

388

matrices for these three periods with channel-pairs, frequency bins and participants as dimensions. B) Comparing

389

two connectivity matrices at a time (learning and post-learning rest or learning and pre-learning rest), we computed

390

the similarity of functional connectivity during these different periods (henceforth referred to as Post-learning and

391

Baseline similarity, respectively) for frequency bins between 1 and 31 Hz. We calculated the Euclidean distance

392

between all channel-pairs for each frequency bin. Then, we normalized these values to shift the scale to the range

393

of 0 to 1 and subtracted them from 1 to indicate similarity rather than distance, with higher values indicating greater

394

similarity. Then, we performed correlational analyses between the consolidation indices and these Post-learning

395

and Baseline similarity values for frequency bins, which could reveal trait-like associations between behavior and

396

similarity of neural patterns. To reveal learning-induced changes (possibly reactivation) in similarity, we

397

subtracted the Baseline similarity values from the Post-learning similarity values, with larger values indicating

398

greater similarity between the learning period and post-learning rest than between the learning period and pre-

399

learning rest. We identified frequency ranges of interest for further analysis based on the correlations that these
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400

similarity difference values showed with the consolidation indices for consecutive frequency bins. C) As a second

401

step, we computed Euclidean distance between the identified frequency bins of the learning and post-learning rest

402

connectivity matrices, which we transformed again to similarity values by normalization and subtraction from 1.

403

This resulted in Post-learning similarity values for each channel-pair within the frequency ranges of interest.

404

Finally, we contrasted these Post-learning similarity values for channel-pairs with behavior to investigate the

405

topographical patterns of the associations revealed in the frequency domain. With the steps outlined in B) and C),

406

we aimed to differentiate trait-like (light green box) and learning-induced (light orange box) associations between

407

memory consolidation and similarity of functional connectivity across different periods (see main text for details).

408
409

Associations between behavior and similarity in EEG functional connectivity across different

410

periods

411

To reveal associations between behavioral indices of consolidation and brain activity, we

412

computed similarity between functional connectivity measured during the learning period and

413

the pre-learning rest, and between the learning period and the post-learning rest separately

414

(henceforth referred to as Baseline and Post-learning similarity, respectively). We computed

415

two types of similarity: 1) for frequency (Fig. 2B) and 2) for channel-pairs (Fig. 2C). As a data-

416

driven approach, we identified frequencies associated with the behavioral indices of

417

consolidation first. Then, we explored relevant topographical patterns in the identified

418

frequency ranges based on the channel-pair similarity.

419

Frequency of reactivation. To reveal possible reactivation (reinstatement) of neural

420

patterns after learning, we aimed to find frequencies 1) where the Post-learning similarity is

421

different from the Baseline similarity, presumably reflecting learning-induced changes, and 2)

422

where this similarity difference is linked to memory performance. We calculated the Baseline

423

and Post-learning similarity values for frequency bins from 1 to 31 Hz as follows: We computed

424

Euclidean distance between all channel-pair connectivity values of the learning period and the

425

pre-and post-learning rest respectively, separately for each subject and frequency bin. The

426

formula of the Euclidean distance for frequency bins is:
17
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427

݀௦ (A, B) = ඩ  (ܣ௦ − ܤ )ଶ

428

where A and B denote the studied two connectivity matrices and the index variables s, c and f

429

indicate subject, channel-pair and frequency bin, respectively.

ୀଵ

430

Then, we transformed these distance values into similarity values by unity-based

431

normalization (linear transformation to shift the scale to the range of 0 to 1) and subtracted these

432

values from 1. In this way, we obtained a similarity value for each subject and each frequency

433

bin, separately for Baseline and Post-learning similarity (Fig. 2B). The similarity values fell

434

between 0 and 1, where higher values indicated greater similarity. We then calculated the

435

Learning-induced similarity change values by subtracting the Baseline similarity values from

436

the Post-learning similarity values, where higher values indicated greater similarity between

437

learning and post-learning rest compared to learning and pre-learning rest. These Learning-

438

induced similarity change values reflected the changes in the resting state functional

439

connectivity values that appear after the learning episode compared to the pre-learning resting

440

state. Finally, to detect associations with behavioral measures, we computed Spearman

441

correlations between the Learning-induced similarity change values and the two consolidation

442

indices (consolidation of serial-order and statistical knowledge) for each frequency bin (Fig.

443

2B). We identified candidate oscillatory frequencies based on clusters of neighboring frequency

444

bins showing similar, significant associations with the same consolidation index.

445

Controlling for multiple comparisons. To account for the problem of multiple

446

comparisons, we ran a nonparametric cluster-based permutation correction for the correlations

447

between the consolidation indices and the Learning-induced similarity change values (Cohen,

448

2014). Our aim was to find neighboring frequency bins (frequency ranges) that showed similar

449

associations between behavior and brain activity, indicating plausible oscillatory activity

450

relevant for consolidation. The emergence of clusters of frequency bins that display similar
18
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451

associations can indicate true effects. Thus, we accounted for the multiple comparison problem

452

on the cluster level. We created test statistics under the null hypothesis of no association by

453

randomly shuffling the behavioral index for 1000 iterations and calculating correlations

454

between these shuffled behavioral and the original Learning-induced similarity change values.

455

We then created clusters for the cluster-based correction by thresholding these iteration maps

456

by a p-value based on the standardized Z-values of null-hypothesis test statistics (pre-cluster

457

threshold). Then we used the Matlab function ‘bwconncomp’ to identify clusters in each

458

thresholded iteration map. This yielded a distribution of the largest pre-cluster suprathreshold

459

clusters that can be expected under the null hypothesis. As a final step, we compared the

460

suprathreshold clusters in the original statistical values and removed any clusters that were less

461

than the 95 percentile of the distribution of the largest clusters under the null hypothesis. With

462

this method, we identified frequency ranges in which greater Learning-induced similarity

463

change values (that is, greater Post-learning similarity compared to Baseline similarity) showed

464

robust associations with behavior.

465

Topography of reactivation. To reveal topographical information of the functional

466

connections in the identified frequency ranges of interest, we computed similarity values for

467

channel-pairs (Fig. 2C). The frequency ranges of interest were identified based on the

468

correlations between the behavioral consolidation indices and the Learning-induced similarity

469

change values (see above). For these frequency ranges of interest, we calculated Euclidean

470

distance between all relevant frequency bin connectivity values in the learning period and the

471

post-learning rest, for each subject and channel-pair separately. The formula of the Euclidean

472

distance for channel-pairs is:

473



݀௦ (A, B) = ඩ (ܣ௦ − ܤ௦ )ଶ
ୀ௫
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474

where A and B denote the studied two connectivity matrices and the index variables s, c and f

475

indicate subject, channel-pair and frequency bin, respectively. As there are multiple frequency

476

ranges where we compute the distance for the channel-pairs, x denotes the lowest frequency in

477

each of these frequency ranges.

478

Again, to yield similarity values, we used unity-based normalization and subtracted the

479

Euclidean distance values from 1. To obtain the topography of functional connections relevant

480

for memory consolidation within the frequency ranges of interest, we computed Spearman

481

correlations separately for each channel-pair similarity value and the two consolidation indices.

482

Note that for these channel-pair correlations, we used the Post-learning similarity rather than

483

the Learning-induced similarity change values because we computed the channel-pair similarity

484

only in the frequency ranges where this change has been accounted for. Also, as our aim was

485

to identify topographical patterns in functional connections (rather than identifying specific

486

connections more reliably), we did not correct for multiple comparisons in these correlation

487

analyses. For the same purpose, we differentiated positive and negative correlations in all

488

analyses that targeted the exploration of topographical patterns in relevant functional

489

connections.

490

Patterns in topography. To explore patterns in the topography of functional connections

491

in the relevant frequency ranges, we first aimed to investigate how the range of the connections

492

(short- or long-range) is associated with consolidation performance. We analyzed the

493

associations between the distances of the electrodes in the channel-pairs and the correlation

494

coefficients that were obtained between the Post-learning similarity values of those respective

495

channel-pairs and the consolidation indices. Importantly, we investigated these associations

496

separately for the consolidation of serial-order vs. statistical knowledge, for those respective

497

frequency ranges where they showed significant associations with the EEG similarity values.

498

To evaluate whether the distance between the electrodes in a channel-pair influenced the
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499

associations, we conducted one-way ANOVAs on the relevant Spearman correlation

500

coefficients with topographical DISTANCE of channel-pairs (short: first 25% of distances (0-

501

25%), medium: middle 25% of distances (37.5-62.5%), long: last 25% of distances (75-100%)).

502

To include all (positive and negative) associations in this analysis, we used the absolute values

503

of the correlation coefficients. To evaluate the effect of distance in more detail, we performed

504

pairwise comparisons using Fisher’s LSD test. Welch’s ANOVA and Games-Howell post-hoc

505

comparisons were used if homogeneity of variances was violated. Next, we aimed to investigate

506

whether differences in associations due to distance are present both for positive and negative

507

correlations. Therefore, we differentiated between positive and negative correlations and fitted

508

a linear trendline for these associations, separately for serial-order and statistical consolidation

509

in the relevant frequency ranges identified in the previous analyses.

510

Trait-like similarity. Finally, to contrast trait-like and learning-induced similarities, we

511

compared the Baseline and the Post-learning similarity values for frequency bins and their

512

associations with behavioral indices of consolidation. We computed Spearman correlations

513

(similarly to the correlations described in the ‘Frequency of reactivation’ section) between the

514

consolidation indices and the ‘raw’ Baseline and Post-learning similarity values for the

515

frequency bins between 1 and 31 Hz. For these analyses, we again ran a nonparametric cluster-

516

based permutation correction (described in the ‘Controlling for multiple comparisons’ section).

517

Controlling for the influence of the raw functional connectivity. It is possible that the

518

correlations emerging between the similarity/learning-induced similarity change values for

519

frequency bins and the consolidation indices were dominated by the functional connectivity of

520

one of the periods of learning or pre-/post-learning rest. To exclude this possibility, we again

521

computed Spearman correlations (similarly to the correlations described in the ‘Frequency of

522

reactivation’ section) between the consolidation indices and the ‘raw’ functional connectivity

523

measures averaged for the frequency bins between 1 and 31 Hz separately for the pre-learning
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524

rest, learning and post-learning rest. For these analyses, we again ran a nonparametric cluster-

525

based permutation correction (described in the ‘Controlling for multiple comparisons’ section).

526
527

Results

528

Behavioral data

529

Overall performance trajectory

530

The ANOVA on the overall performance trajectory in the ASRT task showed that irrespective

531

of trial type, RTs significantly decreased across epochs (main effect of EPOCH: F7,210 =

532

80.748, p < .0001, ηp2 = .73), indicating increasingly faster RTs due to practice (Fig. 3A).

533

Furthermore, participants showed significant serial-order and statistical learning (main effect

534

of TRIAL TYPE: F2,60 = 25.065, p < .0001, ηp2 = .45): they responded faster to pattern

535

compared to random high trials (p < .0001), and faster to random high compared to random low

536

trials (p < .0001). The EPOCH x TRIAL TYPE interaction was also significant (F14,420 =

537

4.689, p = .003, ηp2 = .14), indicating different learning trajectories for the three trial types (see

538

Fig. 3A). Although participants became faster for all trial types during the course of the task,

539

responses to pattern trials showed greater gains in comparison to both random high and random

540

low trials: Average RTs of pattern trials decreased from 355.65 to 253.98 ms (p < .0001), of

541

random high trials from 376.95 to 320.52 ms (p < .0001), and of random low trials from 392.07

542

to 349.87 ms (p < .0001). The speed-up in responses to pattern trials was significantly larger

543

than that to random high trials (t30 = 2.72, p = .011), indicating increasing serial-order learning

544

as the task progressed. The speed-up in responses to random high compared to random low

545

trials was also significantly larger (t30 = 2.07, p = .047), indicating increasing statistical learning

546

as the task progressed.
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547

548
549

Figure 3. Performance in the ASRT task. A) Performance during the learning (epochs 1–5), testing (epoch 6) and

550

retesting (epochs 7–8) periods. Mean reaction times (RTs) across participants are shown for pattern (dark blue line

551

with square symbols), random high (medium blue line with rhombus symbols), and random low (light blue line

552

with circle symbols) trials in each epoch. Error bars denote standard error of the mean (SEM). The difference of

553

RTs for pattern and random high trials indicates serial-order learning (purple shading). The difference in RTs for

554

random high and random low trials indicates statistical learning (green shading). B) Off-line changes in serial-

555

order knowledge (purple) and statistical knowledge (green). Off-line changes were calculated as the learning scores

556

of epoch 7 minus the respective learning scores of epoch 6. The plot shows rotated probability density of these

557

indices, the dots indicate individual data points, the bars represent data between the first and third quartiles, and

558

the white circles within the bars show the medians.

559
560

Consolidation of serial-order and statistical knowledge

561

To evaluate the changes in the memory performance during the off-line period that followed

562

the learning, we computed learning scores for serial-order and statistical knowledge separately

563

(for details see ‘Behavioral data’ section in Data analysis). The ANOVA to evaluate the off-

564

line changes in serial-order and statistical knowledge showed that participants exhibited overall

565

higher scores in serial-order than in statistical knowledge (main effect of LEARNING TYPE:

566

F1,30 = 6.284, p = .018, ηp2 = .17). However, overall learning scores (regardless of learning

567

type) were stable from the testing period to the first retesting epoch (main effect of EPOCH:
23
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568

F1,30 = 0.064, p = .802, ηp2 = .002). Furthermore, the off-line changes (consolidation) of serial-

569

order and statistical knowledge did not appear to be different (EPOCH x LEARNING TYPE

570

interaction: F1,30 = 1.356, p = .253, ηp2 = .043), suggesting retention of both types of knowledge

571

in the offline period. For further analyses, we computed consolidation indices separately for

572

serial-order and statistical knowledge (see ‘Behavioral data’ section in Data analysis).

573

Importantly, the variance of the consolidation indices appeared to be sufficient for subsequent

574

analyses investigating associations between brain activity and memory consolidation

575

performance (Fig. 3B).

576
577

EEG data

578

Both spectral power and functional connectivity analyses showed higher synchrony in the alpha

579

frequency in the pre- and post-learning rest periods compared to the learning period (Fig. 4).

580
581

Figure 4. A) Example of spectral power in one channel (Pz) and B) average connectivity (across all channels)

582

measured by the Weighted Phase Lag Index for frequency bins between 1 and 31 Hz for the pre-learning rest

583

(gray), ASRT learning (purple), and post-learning rest (red) periods. The solid lines indicate the mean and the

584

shaded error bars indicate SEM of values averaged across all participants.

585
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586

Associations between behavior and similarity in EEG functional connectivity across different

587

periods

588

Frequency-wise similarity analysis

589

We computed similarity between the functional connectivity of the learning period and pre-

590

learning rest (Baseline similarity) and the learning period and post-learning rest (Post-learning

591

similarity) for frequencies 1 to 31 Hz (see Fig. 2 and related text in Data analysis). These

592

Baseline and Post-learning similarity values computed for frequency bins exhibited similar

593

patterns (Fig. 5A): They both showed on average high similarity (closer to the maximum value

594

of 1) and a steep fall in similarity in the alpha frequency range. This drop in the similarities in

595

the alpha frequency is expected, given the marked differences between alpha synchronization

596

(both in spectral power and phase-synchronization, Fig. 4) during learning and the pre-/post-

597

learning resting states. To reveal changes in the resting state functional connectivity values that

598

appear after the learning episode, we calculated Learning-induced similarity change values (the

599

difference between the Baseline and Post-learning similarities, see also Fig. 2B and related

600

text). While the averages of the Learning-induced similarity change values across participants

601

were around 0, the individual differences (Fig. 5B) enabled us to compute correlations with the

602

behavioral indices of memory consolidation. As we aimed to reveal associations between

603

memory consolidation and brain activity, we focused on similarities that correlated with

604

behavior, and not on the emergence of similarities per se.
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605
606

Figure 5. A) Similarity between connectivity matrices of the learning period and the pre-learning rest (Baseline

607

similarity), and the learning period and the post-learning rest (Post-learning similarity) for frequency bins. Baseline

608

and Post-learning similarity exhibited similar patterns. The solid lines indicate the mean and the shaded error bars

609

indicate the SEM for Baseline (orange) and Post-learning (red) similarity. B) Learning-induced similarity change

610

was calculated as the Post-learning similarity values minus Baseline similarity values, with larger values indicating

611

greater similarity between the learning period and post-learning rest than between the learning period and pre-

612

learning rest. Thinner gray lines represent each participant, while the thicker black line indicates the mean averaged

613

across all participants.

614

615

Frequency of reactivation

616

To identify the oscillatory frequencies where the Learning-induced similarity change values

617

were associated with the behavioral indices of consolidation, we computed correlation

618

coefficients (Fig. 6A). Consolidation of serial-order knowledge showed a significant positive

619

correlation with the Learning-induced similarity change in the alpha frequency range (for the

620

8.5-9.5 Hz bins, Fig. 6B). In contrast, consolidation of statistical knowledge was positively

621

associated with the Learning-induced similarity change in the delta frequency (for the 2.5 and

622

3 Hz bins, Fig. 6C). This indicates that the more similar the functional connections were

623

between the learning period and post-learning rest compared to the learning period and the pre-
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624

learning rest in the alpha and delta frequencies, the better the consolidation was for serial-order

625

and statistical knowledge, respectively.

626
627

Figure 6. A) Correlation coefficients (Spearman Rho’s) between the behavioral indices of consolidation and the

628

Learning-induced similarity change values (difference between Baseline and Post-learning similarity). Purple and

629

green lines indicate associations with serial-order and statistical consolidation, respectively. The shading denotes

630

the significant (p < .05) correlations after cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons. B) Positive correlation

631

between the Learning-induced similarity change value at 9 Hz and the consolidation of serial-order knowledge.

632

C) Positive correlation between the Learning-induced similarity change value at 3 Hz and the consolidation of

633

statistical knowledge. On B) and C), the dots represent individual data points for each participant and the lines are

634

linear trendlines.

635
636

Topography of reactivation

637

Next, we aimed to reveal patterns in the topography of functional connections that were present

638

both during learning and post-learning rest, and could indicate reactivation (see Fig. 2C and

639

related text). We computed channel-pair similarities within the frequency ranges (alpha and

640

delta) where the Learning-induced similarity change values showed significant associations

641

with the consolidation indices. As we showed that higher Post-learning similarity compared to

642

Baseline similarity in these frequency ranges is beneficial for memory consolidation, we can

643

assume that Post-learning channel-pair similarities in these frequency ranges are indicative of

644

reactivation or other learning-induced changes. To find relevant channel-pairs where the

645

similarity is associated with the consolidation indices, we computed correlations between the
27
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646

Post-learning channel-pair similarities within the identified frequency ranges and the respective

647

consolidation index: channel-pair similarity in the significant alpha frequency range (8.5-9.5

648

Hz) with the consolidation of serial-order knowledge, and channel-pair similarity in the

649

significant delta frequency range (2.5-3 Hz) with the consolidation of statistical knowledge.

650

Consolidation of serial-order knowledge showed significant positive correlations with channel-

651

pair similarity in the alpha frequency over the whole brain, particularly at centro-parietal

652

channel pairs (Fig. 7A). In contrast, for the consolidation of statistical knowledge, mainly

653

significant negative correlations emerged with channel-pair similarity in the delta frequency

654

over the whole brain, particularly over posterior and lateral sites (Fig. 7B).

655
656

Figure 7. A) Topography of significant correlations between the consolidation of serial-order knowledge and Post-

657

learning similarity for channel-pairs in the (8.5-9.5 Hz) alpha frequency range. B) Topography of significant

658

correlations between the consolidation of statistical knowledge and Post-learning similarity for channel-pairs in

659

the (2.5-3 Hz) delta frequency range. In the upper panel, significant (uncorrected) positive and negative

660

correlations are shown. In the lower panel, for each channel, the number of significant correlations in which the

661

given channel appears is shown separately for positive and negative associations.

662
663

Patterns in topography
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664

Next, we aimed to explore patterns in the correlation of all channel-pair similarities with

665

memory consolidation. More specifically, we investigated whether the strength of the

666

associations between the channel-pair similarities and the consolidation indices vary as a

667

function of the distance (short-, medium- vs. long-range) of functional connections.

668

Importantly, we investigated these associations separately for the consolidation of serial-order

669

and statistical knowledge, for the respective frequency ranges where they showed significant

670

associations with the similarity values. Note that we included all correlation coefficients in

671

subsequent analyses, not only the significant ones depicted in Figure 7.

672

The ANOVA on the correlation coefficients between the consolidation index of serial-

673

order knowledge and the channel-pair similarity values in the alpha frequency range as a

674

function of the distance between the electrodes of the channel-pairs was significant (F2,1149 =

675

28.00, p < .001, ηp2 = .046): absolute values of correlation coefficients were different as a

676

function of distance (Fig. 8A, left). Post-hoc tests revealed that channel-pairs with medium or

677

long distances showed significantly stronger correlations with serial-order consolidation than

678

channel-pairs with short distances (ps < .001), while correlation strengths did not differ between

679

medium and long distances (p = .14). When considering the direction of correlations (positive

680

or negative correlation coefficients), we found that the trend visible in the ANOVA, namely

681

that the consolidation of serial-order knowledge showed stronger associations with longer

682

connections was led by the positive correlation coefficients (Fig. 8A, right).
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683
684

Figure 8. Associations between the Post-learning channel-pair similarity values and the behavioral indices of

685

consolidation as a function of the distance between the electrodes of the channel-pairs. A) For the consolidation

686

of serial-order knowledge (purple), associations in the alpha frequency range are shown. These associations

687

between Post-learning channel-pair similarity in the alpha frequency and serial-order consolidation were more

688

pronounced in more distant channel-pairs. B) For the consolidation of statistical knowledge (green), associations

689

in the delta frequency range are shown. These associations between Post-learning channel-pair similarity in the

690

delta frequency and statistical consolidation were more pronounced in more adjacent channel-pairs. On the left of

691

each panel, the mean absolute values of correlation coefficients for the short (lowest 25% IQR), medium (middle

692

25% IQR), and long (highest 25% IQR) distance of the electrodes in the channel-pairs (Euclidean distance of the

693

Cartesian coordinates of the electrodes) for serial-order (A) and statistical (B) consolidation are depicted. The error

694

bars indicate the SEM. On the right of each panel, linear trendlines for the distance of the electrodes in the channel-

695

pairs and the correlation strength of the similarities of those channel-pairs with the consolidation index of serial-

696

order (A) and statistical (B) knowledge are shown, separately for positive (lighter color) and negative (darker

697

color) correlations. The dots indicate individual correlation coefficients for each channel-pair. ***p < .005, ** p

698

< .01, +p < .1

699
700

The ANOVA on the correlation coefficients between the consolidation index of statistical

701

knowledge and the channel-pair similarity values in the delta frequency range as a function of

702

the distance between the electrodes of the channel-pairs was also significant: (F2,761 = 5.49, p =
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703

.004, ηp2 = .009): absolute values of correlation coefficients were different as a function of

704

distance (Fig. 8B, left). The pairwise post-hoc comparisons revealed that channel-pairs with

705

long distances showed significantly weaker, and a trend for weaker correlations with statistical

706

consolidation than channel-pairs with short and medium distances respectively (p = .004, p =

707

.09). Correlation strengths did not differ between short and medium distances (p = .26). When

708

considering the direction of correlations (positive or negative correlation coefficients), we

709

found that the trend visible in the ANOVA, namely that statistical consolidation showed

710

stronger associations with shorter connections, was led by the negative correlation coefficients

711

(Fig. 8B, right).

712
713

Trait-like associations between behavior and similarity in EEG functional connectivity across

714

different periods

715

To disentangle learning-induced vs. trait-like similarities, we compared Baseline and Post-

716

learning similarity for frequency bins and their associations with the consolidation indices. If

717

the Baseline similarity (that is, the similarity of functional connectivity during learning and pre-

718

learning rest) and its relation to memory consolidation is comparable to Post-learning similarity

719

(that is, the similarity of functional connectivity during learning and post-learning rest), the

720

resemblance may have emerged from stable individual characteristics in brain activity. Figure

721

5A shows similar patterns for Baseline and Post-learning similarity computed for frequency

722

bins. To compare the associations of Baseline and Post-learning similarity, we conducted the

723

same correlation analyses with the consolidation indices for the raw similarity values as we

724

computed for the Learning-induced similarity change values in the ‘Frequency of reactivation’

725

section of the Results. The consolidation of serial-order knowledge showed a significant

726

positive correlation in the alpha frequency range (for the 9.5-10.5 Hz bins) with Post-learning

727

similarity (Fig. 9A). The pattern of the associations of the consolidation of serial-order
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728

knowledge was similar over the Baseline and the Post-learning similarity measures, however,

729

the effects were weaker and not significant for the Baseline similarity in the alpha frequency

730

range (Fig. 9A). The consolidation of statistical knowledge showed a significant negative

731

correlation in the delta frequency range (2.5-3 Hz) with the Baseline similarity (Fig. 9B). Again,

732

Baseline and Post-learning similarities exhibited similar patterns, however, the effects were

733

weaker and not significant for the Post-learning similarity in the delta frequency range (Fig.

734

9B). To sum up, the similar pattern of the Baseline and Post-learning similarity per se (Fig. 5)

735

and the similar patterns of their associations with the consolidation indices (Fig. 9) suggest that

736

trait-like associations exist between the brain activity during different periods and memory

737

consolidation.

738

Besides the trait-like associations, these analyses also unraveled the dynamics of the

739

associations of the Learning-induced similarity changes in more detail: The positive correlation

740

between the Learning-induced similarity change values and memory consolidation (Fig. 6)

741

occurred for different reasons in alpha and delta frequency. In the alpha frequency, both the

742

Baseline and the Post-learning similarity values showed positive correlations with the

743

consolidation of serial-order knowledge, however, it was stronger for the Post-learning

744

similarity. In contrast, in the delta frequency, both the Baseline and the Post-learning similarity

745

values showed negative correlations with the consolidation of statistical knowledge, however,

746

it was weaker for the Post-learning similarity.

747
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748

Figure 9. Correlation coefficients (Spearman Rho’s) of Baseline (orange) and Post-learning (red) similarity and

749

the consolidation indices of serial-order (left) and statistical (right) knowledge. The patterns of the associations of

750

the consolidation of serial-order and statistical knowledge were similar over the Baseline and the Post-learning

751

similarity measures. The shading denotes the significant (p < .05) correlations after cluster-based correction for

752

multiple comparisons.

753
754

Controlling for the influence of the raw functional connectivity.

755

Importantly, the associations between the consolidation indices and similarity/learning-induced

756

similarity change values are not caused by the functional connectivity of the learning (or pre-

757

or post-learning rest) period, as the correlation between the raw connectivity matrices during

758

learning (or pre- or post-learning rest) and serial-order and statistical consolidation showed

759

different patterns (Fig. 10).

760
761

Figure 10. Correlation coefficients (Spearman Rho’s) between behavioral indices of consolidation and EEG

762

functional connectivity measured as the Weighted Phase Lag Index (WPLI) during pre-learning resting state (left),

763

learning (middle) and post-learning resting state (right). Purple and green lines indicate associations with the

764

consolidation of serial-order and statistical knowledge, respectively. The shading denotes the significant (p < .05)

765

correlations after cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons.

766
767

Discussion

768

Our results showed that higher similarity in functional connectivity patterns between learning

769

and post-learning rest compared to pre-learning rest (termed Learning-induced similarity

770

change) in the alpha frequency range (8.5-9.5 Hz) is beneficial for the consolidation of serial-

771

order knowledge. At the same time, Learning-induced similarity change in the delta frequency
33
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772

range (2.5-3 Hz) was positively associated with the consolidation of statistical (probability-

773

based) knowledge. The topographical analyses within these frequency ranges highlighted the

774

involvement of long-range centro-parietal connections in the consolidation of serial-order

775

knowledge, and shorter-range connections in the consolidation of statistical knowledge.

776

Beyond these learning-induced changes, we also compared the raw similarity matrices

777

and their associations with memory consolidation to explore trait-like similarities. Similarities

778

in functional connectivity of learning and post-learning rest (Post-learning similarity) and

779

learning and pre-learning rest (Baseline similarity) exhibited similar patterns, and showed

780

comparable associations with the consolidation indices, indicating the existence of trait-like

781

resemblance. Furthermore, these comparisons shed light on two different dynamics underlying

782

the positive correlations between the Learning-induced similarity change values and the

783

consolidation indices: in case of serial-order knowledge, better consolidation was associated

784

with the strengthening of a positive correlation (beneficial effect) between the similarity values

785

and the consolidation index from Baseline to Post-learning similarity, whereas in case of

786

statistical knowledge, better consolidation was associated with the weakening of a negative

787

correlation (detrimental effect).

788

Our results suggest that learning-induced changes in the alpha synchronization are

789

beneficial for the consolidation of serial-order (but not probability) information (Fig. 6). How

790

did alpha synchronization change over the different periods and what part of these changes were

791

relevant for memory consolidation? Concerning the former, alpha synchronization was higher

792

during both resting states than during learning and was higher during post-learning rest than

793

during the pre-learning rest (Fig. 4). Similarly to our study, Murphy et al. (2018) showed higher

794

synchrony in alpha frequency during post-learning rest compared to pre-learning rest.

795

Importantly, this was only true when there was a learning episode involved between the two

796

resting states (not when other cognitive tasks were completed). Concerning the relevant changes
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797

in alpha synchronization, the beneficial (higher) similarity between learning and post-learning

798

rest could occur due to higher alpha synchronization during the learning or lower alpha

799

synchronization during post-learning rest. Based on the correlation of the raw functional

800

connectivity of learning and post-learning rest with memory consolidation showing that

801

connectivity in the alpha frequency of post-learning rest negatively correlates with the

802

consolidation of serial-order knowledge (Fig. 10), the associations with the similarity (Fig. 6)

803

are most likely led by lower alpha synchronization during the post-learning rest. This is in line

804

with the study of Brokaw et al. (2016), which showed that greater alpha power during rest

805

following a declarative learning task was negatively correlated with subsequent recall

806

performance. In other words, higher alpha synchronization was detrimental during the post-

807

learning rest period for memory retention. Altogether, these results suggest that alpha

808

synchronization increases after learning, but individuals showing smaller increase in alpha

809

synchronization have better memory consolidation.

810

Importantly, similarity in functional networks can occur not only due to generally higher

811

or lower synchronization but dynamics in synchronization that are present during different

812

periods. The functional role of the alpha rhythm (i.e., excitatory (Palva and Palva, 2007) or

813

inhibitory (Klimesch et al., 2007; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010)) seems to depend on phase

814

dynamics (Palva and Palva, 2011), firing modes (Peterson and Voytek, 2017) and behavioral

815

states (Alamia and VanRullen, 2019). Thus, similarity in alpha synchronization during learning

816

and subsequent resting-state could reflect reactivated or maintained brain dynamics in some of

817

these factors.

818

Why learning-induced changes beneficial for the consolidation of serial-order

819

information were found in alpha frequency? Von Stein and Sarnthein (2000) suggested that the

820

longer the range of the cortical connections, the slower the oscillatory frequency is through

821

which they synchronize; that is, alpha as a relatively slow oscillation has been proposed to have
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822

a large-scale integrative function. Based on the tasks that involve higher alpha synchronization

823

(e.g., mental imagery, working memory, resting state), they suggested that greater alpha

824

synchronization reflects internal mental activity and may be responsible for top-down cognitive

825

processes. Top-down here refers to the flow of information processing: for top-down processes,

826

the sensory processing is influenced by higher-order cognition, i.e., it is model-

827

dependent/hypothesis-driven, while for bottom-up processes, sensory processing is driven by

828

the stimuli, i.e., it is model-free. In support of the role of alpha in top-down processing, a recent

829

paper showed that alpha propagates from higher- to lower-order cortex and cortex to thalamus

830

(Halgren et al., 2019), providing a laminar circuit for top-down processes. Our results are in

831

line with the findings that show the role of alpha in top-down processes as we demonstrated

832

that synchronization in alpha frequency is important for serial-order memory consolidation,

833

which in our study was a top-down, attention-demanding process, while it did not show

834

association with statistical learning, which is a bottom-up, stimulus-driven process (Nemeth et

835

al., 2013). The topographical distribution of relevant phase-synchronization in alpha frequency

836

(Fig. 7-8) is also consistent with the integrative/top-down function of alpha oscillation in serial-

837

order memory consolidation: Based on the channel-pair similarity correlations in alpha

838

frequency, our results indicate that long-range centro-parietal connections are important for this

839

type of memory. This is also in line with previous studies investigating the neural background

840

of serial-order learning that seems to at least partially rely on fronto-parietal networks (Sakai et

841

al., 1998; Doyon et al., 2009).

842

In contrast to the consolidation of serial-order knowledge, the consolidation of statistical

843

knowledge showed associations with the learning-induced changes in the delta frequency range.

844

However, this change was a weakening detrimental effect, i.e. decreasing adverse association

845

between the consolidation of statistical knowledge and similarity from Baseline to Post-learning

846

similarity. Why learning-induced changes beneficial for the consolidation of probability
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847

information were found in delta frequency? Delta oscillation during cognitive tasks has been

848

proposed to play a role in inhibiting interferences that may affect task performance (Harmony,

849

2013). Together with the topography of connections that correlated (negatively) with statistical

850

learning, this suggests that the inhibition of the left, in particular parietal, sites is beneficial for

851

statistical memory. This is in line with studies showing that the right hemisphere is important

852

for statistical learning (Roser et al., 2011; Shaqiri and Anderson, 2013; Janacsek et al., 2015).

853

The learning-induced changes assessed in our study could emerge partly due to

854

reactivation. However, the definition of reactivation should be understood broadly in our study,

855

as the similarities discussed here could occur as a result of reactivation of the memory traces

856

per se, the reactivation of the overall learning experience, or the reactivation of the cognitive

857

set in general during the learning episode.

858

Lastly, our results draw attention to the great overlap of active functional networks during

859

a task and preceding/subsequent resting states. These similarities during different behavioral

860

states have been largely neglected in previous studies investigating reactivation (as reactivation

861

is traditionally defined by the unique overlap between the learning and the post-learning off-

862

line period). However, the functional brain networks that are present during other behavioral

863

states might also be important for memory consolidation. We argue that not only reoccurring

864

but also stable, trait-like brain networks are important for cognitive performance, particularly

865

for memory consolidation. For example, studies have shown that there is little difference

866

between functional connectivity networks during resting state and a task measured via fMRI

867

(Cole et al., 2016; Satterthwaite et al., 2018). Gratton et al. (2018) concluded that functional

868

networks are dominated by stable individual factors, not cognitive content. Our results are in

869

line with these fMRI results and demonstrate that these trait-like, stable networks can be

870

captured by EEG as well and they support memory consolidation.

871

Conclusions
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872

Our results show that learning-induced changes in resting functional networks after

873

learning differentially predict memory consolidation of serial-order and probability information

874

acquired simultaneously: learning-induced changes in alpha synchronization were associated

875

with the consolidation of serial-order, whereas learning-induced changes in delta

876

synchronization were associated with the consolidation of probability information. Long-range

877

functional connections in the alpha frequency seem to be important for the consolidation of

878

serial-order knowledge, potentially due to the involvement of top-down processes in this type

879

of learning, requiring the synchronization of distant brain areas. In contrast, consolidation of

880

statistical (probability-based) knowledge seems to rely on local synchronization, potentially

881

due to the involvement of bottom-up, stimulus-driven processes that are less dependent on long-

882

range synchronization. Finally, patterns of similarities between learning and pre- and post-

883

learning rest (and their associations with consolidation performance) showed great overlap.

884

This implies that rather than, or in parallel with, reoccurring brain dynamics, maintained

885

networks are also important for cognitive performance, particularly for memory consolidation.

886

Lastly, we provided a framework for studying memory consolidation in its complexity,

887

incorporating the simultaneous consolidation of different information and the influence of

888

learning-induced changes and stable characteristics of brain activity on the consolidation

889

performance.
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